Please find below the list of classes being offered in Spring 2023 with a community based learning and/or research component (CBL/R). CBL/R components are broadly defined: including field trips, field work, class-based internships and research with community organizations. The CCBL created this list by reviewing class descriptions available as of October 23rd.

**LA: Cruising the Archive, Professor Lukes**

The course takes an interdisciplinary approach to the last decade's increasing attention to Los Angeles as a historical origin point of United States' LGBTQ+ history. Class will spend time with primary sources in the One National Gay and Lesbian Archives.

**AMST 337**

**Introduction to Later European and American Art, Professor Siegelbaum**

Coursework introduces students to the fundamental art historical practices of visual description and visual analysis. Major themes of the course will include changing approaches to visual narrative and description; the shifting status of the artist in Euro-American cultures; patronage, audience, art criticism and exhibition culture; issues of race, gender, identity and power in visual representation; abstraction and the rise of the avant-garde.

**ARTH 180**

**Islamic Art, Architecture, and Visual Culture, Professor Mixon**

An exploration of art, architecture, and visual culture created within the context of Muslim-majority or Muslim-ruled societies within Western Asia, North Africa, and Europe from the 7th to the 21st centuries. The course also considers theoretical framings of the field, such as what is 'Islamic' about Islamic art. We will also consider the circulation of Islamic art globally and the emergence of modern Islamic art, as well as the visual cultures of protest in contemporary Muslim-majority countries.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTH 298</td>
<td>Practicum in Art History, Professor Lyford</td>
<td></td>
<td>This course actively engages students in the diverse array of programming - exhibitions, lectures, studio visits, student and community-based projects - that are fundamental to the history, theory and practice of the visual arts on campus at Oxy Arts, and in the City of Los Angeles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTH 391</td>
<td>Curatorial Seminar in Art History, Professor Lawson</td>
<td></td>
<td>A seminar focusing on a topic in the history of art taught by a practicing curator at a Los Angeles cultural institution. Course topic(s) change annually and will include off-campus hands-on work within the context of curatorial and exhibition practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTS 100</td>
<td>Art Education Practicum: Community Studio at Oxy Arts, Professor Yosse</td>
<td></td>
<td>This an interdisciplinary course providing an introductory overview of public engagement through the lens of art. Students will learn basic methodologies of public engagement; how to create an inquiry-based lesson plan with an emphasis on creative expression; and how to lead a group of elementary or middle school students, with priority placed on collaboration and art-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTS 107</td>
<td>Digital Photography, Professor Weldzuis</td>
<td></td>
<td>The course will consist of a combination of technical seminars, critiques, class readings, field trips, laboratory time, and lectures in photographic history and contemporary art practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTS 230</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Arts, Professor Delaney</td>
<td></td>
<td>The course will focus on the specialty of the faculty member, including video installation, sound art, performance art, site-specific art, collaborative projects, community based projects and social practice art. The class meets twice per week for technical demonstrations, in-class art making, visiting artists, and critical feedback, along with out of class visits to contemporary art and performance venues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IN THIS COURSE, WE WILL EXAMINE HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY, VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY, CITIZEN JOURNALISM, AND AGITPROP, AMONG OTHER FORMS, AND CONSIDER THE EFFICACY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES IN BOTH GARNERING AWARENESS AND PERSUADING ACTORS TO ENACT SOCIOPOLITICAL CHANGE. STUDENTS WILL FOCUS ON A COMMUNITY, SITUATION, OR ENVIRONMENT OF THEIR OWN CHOOSING, USING PICTURES AND WORDS TO EXAMINE THE UNIQUE SITUATIONS UNFOLDING IN FRONT OF THEIR CAMERAS. TOGETHER, WE WILL CONFRONT OUR ROLE AS IMAGE-MAKERS, OUR ETHICAL RELATIONSHIP TO OUR SUBJECTS, AND RUMINATE ON THE CIVIC VALUE OF THE SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY FORM TODAY.

PHOTOGRAPHY: LA STORES, PROFESSOR IRELAND

THIS CLASS EXPLORES A PARTICULAR ASPECT OF LIFE IN LA, SUCH AS A UNIQUE COMMUNITY, CULTURE, OR SUBCULTURE, HISTORY, CLIMATE, GEOGRAPHY, OR ARCHITECTURE IN DEPTH. DISCUSSION AND LECTURE TOPICS WILL INCLUDE PHOTOGRAPHING COMMUNITIES AS BOTH AN OUTSIDER AND AN INSIDER, WHAT DEFINES A PLACE, THE NUANCES OF PHOTOGRAPHIC GENRE (JOURNALISM, FINE ART, ETC.), AND THE RICH CULTURAL TOPOGRAPHY OF LOS ANGELES. WE WILL ALSO EXPLORE EVENTS AND POLICIES THAT HAVE SHAPED OUR EXPERIENCE OF THE REGION, SUCH AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE FREEWAYS, REDLINING, AND RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS.

SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY: A NEW CIVIL CONTRACT, PROFESSOR WELDZUIS

IN THIS COURSE, WE WILL EXAMINE HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY, VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY, CITIZEN JOURNALISM, AND AGITPROP, AMONG OTHER FORMS, AND CONSIDER THE EFFICACY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES IN BOTH GARNERING AWARENESS AND PERSUADING ACTORS TO ENACT SOCIOPOLITICAL CHANGE. STUDENTS WILL FOCUS ON A COMMUNITY, SITUATION, OR ENVIRONMENT OF THEIR OWN CHOOSING, USING PICTURES AND WORDS TO EXAMINE THE UNIQUE SITUATIONS UNFOLDING IN FRONT OF THEIR CAMERAS. TOGETHER, WE WILL CONFRONT OUR ROLE AS IMAGE-MAKERS, OUR ETHICAL RELATIONSHIP TO OUR SUBJECTS, AND RUMINATE ON THE CIVIC VALUE OF THE SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY FORM TODAY.

PRACTICUM IN STUDIO ART, PROFESSOR LYFORD

THIS COURSE ACTIVELY ENGAGES STUDENTS IN THE DIVERSE ARRAY OF PROGRAMMING - EXHIBITIONS, LECTURES, STUDIO VISITS, STUDENT AND COMMUNITY-BASED PROJECTS - THAT ARE FUNDAMENTAL TO THE HISTORY, THEORY AND PRACTICE OF THE VISUAL ARTS ON CAMPUS AT OXY ARTS, AND IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES. STUDENTS WILL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO RESPOND创造性LY TO PROGRAMMING AND EVENTS THROUGH WRITING, IMAGE-MAKING, AND COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS.

MARINE BIOLOGY, PROFESSOR HASSANZADEH, PROFESSOR SCHULZ

THIS COURSE WILL BE AN INTRODUCTORY SURVEY OF MARINE ORGANISMS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT. IT WILL COVER FISHES, INVERTEBRATES, MAMMALS, REPTILES AND ALGAE. INCLUDED WILL BE AN INVESTIGATION OF BEHAVIOR, ECOLOGY, ADAPTATIONS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS TO HUMANS. AN EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON FORMS COMMON TO CALIFORNIA.

ECOLOGY, PROFESSOR MARTINEZ BERDEJA

ECOLOGY EXPLORES THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ORGANISMS AND THEIR BIOTIC AND ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENTS AT A VARIETY OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL SCALES. TOPICS INCLUDE FACTORS AFFECTING ORGANISMS AT THE POPULATION, COMMUNITY, AND ECOSYSTEM LEVELS, AND THE EFFECT OF HUMAN ACTIONS ON NATURAL SYSTEMS. PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF STUDYING ECOLOGY INVOLVE WORK IN THE LABORATORY, COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND MODELING, AND FIELD WORK.
THE BIOLOGY OF MARINE FISHES, PROFESSOR PONDELLA
THE BIOLOGY OF MARINE FISHES BEGINS WITH A STUDY OF THE PHYLOGENETIC EVOLUTION OF FISHES. WITHIN THIS CONTEXT IT DISCUSSES THE PHYSIOLOGY, ECOLOGY, AND BEHAVIOR OF MARINE FISHES UTILIZING EXAMPLES FROM OUR LOCAL FAUNA. ADVANCED METHODS OF STUDYING MARINE FISHES WILL BE COVERED WITH AN EMPHASIS ON FIELD RESEARCH IN WHICH THE CLASS WILL VISIT VARIOUS MARINE HABITATS THROUGHOUT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

FLORA OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, PROFESSOR NORTH
IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS FOUND IN THE VARIOUS VEGETATIONAL COMMUNITIES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, WITH EMPHASIS ON UNDERSTANDING THEIR ECOLOGICAL AND EVOLUTIONARY AFFINITIES. CURRENT METHODS OF FIELD SAMPLING AND SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS WILL BE EMPLOYED.

LITERATURE, CULTURE, SELF: BEING IN THE WOR(L)D, PROFESSOR MITSUNAGA-WHITTEN
GIVEN THE COURSE’S BROAD INTERNATIONAL RANGE, GUEST LECTURERS WILL BE BROUGHT IN THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER TO DISCUSS THE EFFECT OF READING WORKS IN THE ORIGINAL LANGUAGE, AND TO EXPLORE MORE GENERALLY THE EFFECT THAT THE SPECIFIC FEATURES OF A LANGUAGE CAN EXERT OVER THAT DELICATE INTERPLAY OF “LITERATURE, CULTURE, AND SELF” THAT FORMS THE CENTRAL SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS CLASS.

SOCIAL JUSTICE PRACTICUM, PROFESSOR GRIFFIN
WORKING WITH A CTSJ FACULTY MEMBER, STUDENTS WILL SELECT AN INTERNSHIP SITE WHOSE MISSION IS TO ADDRESS MATTERS OF INEQUALITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE. IN ADDITION, THEY WILL COMPLETE A SOCIAL JUSTICE PRACTICUM HANDBOOK, WHICH REQUIRES DEEP REFLECTION THAT BRINGS THE INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCES IN DIALOGUE WITH CRITICAL THEORIES RELATED TO MATTERS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE.

COMMUNITY LITERACY, PROFESSOR WANG
OCCIDENTAL STUDENTS WORK IN THE ACADEMIC COMMONS ONE-ON-ONE WITH CHILDREN FROM THE COMMUNITY. WHILE INCORPORATING ARTS AND INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS WILL ENGAGE THEIR CHILD WITH A VARIETY OF LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITIES IN ORDER TO RECONNECT THEIR CHILD WITH THE JOY OF READING AND WRITING FOR PLEASURE. STUDENTS WILL BUILD ON THEIR CHILD’S STRENGTHS, SKILLS AND INTERESTS BY USING CULTURALLY RELEVANT PEDAGOGY AND CRITICAL LITERACY EXPLORATIONS.
THE OXY ARTS COLLABORATE WORKSHOP WILL BRING A TEACHING ARTIST, OXY STUDENTS, AND YOUTH FROM THE NEIGHBORING HIGHLAND PARK SCHOOL DISTRICT TOGETHER IN CREATIVE COLLABORATION. PERMISSION OF DIRECTOR OF OXY ARTS REQUIRED.

THIS SEMINAR WILL PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN FIELD EXPERIENCES IN AN EDUCATIONAL SETTING IN URBAN LOS ANGELES. STUDENTS WILL SELECT EITHER A PUBLIC SCHOOL, A COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION, OR A POLICY-MAKING GROUP AS A SITE IN WHICH TO DEVELOP A FIELD-BASED RESEARCH PROJECT.

USING A VARIETY OF ANALYTICAL LENSES, STUDENTS WILL CRITICALLY ENGAGE WITH KEY TEXTS TO EXAMINE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE POWER, CONTROL, AND THE QUALITY OF SCHOOLING FOR URBAN COMMUNITIES. THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER, WE WILL FOCUS OUR ANALYSIS ON THE POSSIBILITY AND POTENTIAL OF ACHIEVING "SOCIALLY-JUST" RELATIONSHIPS IN URBAN SCHOOL COMMUNITIES THROUGH TEACHER PRACTICE, EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, AND COMMUNITY-BASED ACTIVISM.

INTRODUCTION TO GEOLOGY WITH EMPHASIS ON THE PHYSICAL PROCESSES THAT SHAPE THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE. SPECIAL ATTENTION WILL BE PAID TO GEOLOGIC HAZARDS (SUCH AS EARTHQUAKES, VOLCANOES, FLOODS, AND LANDSLIDES), THE HISTORY AND FUTURE OF GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE, AND THE HUMAN IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT.

IN THIS COURSE, OCCIDENTAL STUDENTS WHO ARE SPANISH OR MANDARIN SPEAKERS WILL OFFER ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS, WHO COME ON THE OXY CAMPUS, SPANISH/MANDARIN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND LANGUAGE ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES.

THE OXY ARTS COLLABORATE WORKSHOP WILL BRING A TEACHING ARTIST, OXY STUDENTS, AND YOUTH FROM THE NEIGHBORING HIGHLAND PARK SCHOOL DISTRICT TOGETHER IN CREATIVE COLLABORATION. PERMISSION OF DIRECTOR OF OXY ARTS REQUIRED.

THIS SEMINAR WILL PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN FIELD EXPERIENCES IN AN EDUCATIONAL SETTING IN URBAN LOS ANGELES. STUDENTS WILL SELECT EITHER A PUBLIC SCHOOL, A COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION, OR A POLICY-MAKING GROUP AS A SITE IN WHICH TO DEVELOP A FIELD-BASED RESEARCH PROJECT.

USING A VARIETY OF ANALYTICAL LENSES, STUDENTS WILL CRITICALLY ENGAGE WITH KEY TEXTS TO EXAMINE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE POWER, CONTROL, AND THE QUALITY OF SCHOOLING FOR URBAN COMMUNITIES. THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER, WE WILL FOCUS OUR ANALYSIS ON THE POSSIBILITY AND POTENTIAL OF ACHIEVING "SOCIALLY-JUST" RELATIONSHIPS IN URBAN SCHOOL COMMUNITIES THROUGH TEACHER PRACTICE, EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, AND COMMUNITY-BASED ACTIVISM.

INTRODUCTION TO GEOLOGY WITH EMPHASIS ON THE PHYSICAL PROCESSES THAT SHAPE THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE. SPECIAL ATTENTION WILL BE PAID TO GEOLOGIC HAZARDS (SUCH AS EARTHQUAKES, VOLCANOES, FLOODS, AND LANDSLIDES), THE HISTORY AND FUTURE OF GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE, AND THE HUMAN IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT.

IN THIS COURSE, OCCIDENTAL STUDENTS WHO ARE SPANISH OR MANDARIN SPEAKERS WILL OFFER ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS, WHO COME ON THE OXY CAMPUS, SPANISH/MANDARIN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND LANGUAGE ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES.
THE COURSE INCLUDES FIELD TRIPS TO CLASSIC LOCALITIES THROUGHOUT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND ONE THREE-HOUR LABORATORY PER WEEK.

THIS INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE WILL INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO SOURCES, METHODS, AND APPROACHES IN THE TRANSNATIONAL STUDY OF LATIN AMERICAN AND UNITED STATES LATINO COMMUNITIES. WE WILL FOCUS ON THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INTERACTION OF INDIGENOUS, EUROPEAN, AFRICAN, AND ASIAN PEOPLES FROM THE COLONIAL PERIOD TO THE PRESENT, USING A VARIETY OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MATERIALS, INCLUDING FILMS, LITERATURE, HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS, VISUAL ARTS, MATERIAL CULTURE, MUSIC, SCHOLARLY BOOKS, AND ESSAYS.

OUR GOAL THROUGHOUT WILL BE TO FOLLOW THE STRATEGIES BY WHICH THESE ACTIVISTS, HISTORIANS, WRITERS AND ARTISTS ATTEMPT TO TRANSFORM A MYTHOLOGICAL SPACE OF "HEROIC INDIVIDUALISM" AND BOUNDLESS APPETITE, INTO A PLACE WITH A DISTINCTIVE HISTORY, TRADITION, COMMUNITY--A PLACE, THAT IS, WITH CLAIMS ON US OF STEWARDSHIP AND ACCOUNTABILITY.

THE COURSE INCLUDES A FIELD TRIP TO INVESTIGATE ROCKS AND MINERALS IN SOME OF CALIFORNIA'S MOST INTERESTING NATURAL SETTINGS.

THE COURSE INCLUDES FIELD TRIPS TO CLASSIC LOCALITIES THROUGHOUT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND ONE THREE-HOUR LABORATORY PER WEEK.

OUR GOAL THROUGHOUT WILL BE TO FOLLOW THE STRATEGIES BY WHICH THESE ACTIVISTS, HISTORIANS, WRITERS AND ARTISTS ATTEMPT TO TRANSFORM A MYTHOLOGICAL SPACE OF "HEROIC INDIVIDUALISM" AND BOUNDLESS APPETITE, INTO A PLACE WITH A DISTINCTIVE HISTORY, TRADITION, COMMUNITY--A PLACE, THAT IS, WITH CLAIMS ON US OF STEWARDSHIP AND ACCOUNTABILITY.

THIS INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE WILL INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO SOURCES, METHODS, AND APPROACHES IN THE TRANSNATIONAL STUDY OF LATIN AMERICAN AND UNITED STATES LATINO COMMUNITIES. WE WILL FOCUS ON THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INTERACTION OF INDIGENOUS, EUROPEAN, AFRICAN, AND ASIAN PEOPLES FROM THE COLONIAL PERIOD TO THE PRESENT, USING A VARIETY OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MATERIALS, INCLUDING FILMS, LITERATURE, HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS, VISUAL ARTS, MATERIAL CULTURE, MUSIC, SCHOLARLY BOOKS, AND ESSAYS.

THROUGH READINGS, SCREENINGS, AND GUEST LECTURES, THE COURSE WILL EXPLORE THE POTENTIAL OF USING DIGITAL MEDIA TOOLS TO ENGAGE COMMUNITIES IN MEDIA ACTIVISM. STUDENTS WILL BE INTRODUCTED TO A VARIETY OF METHODOLOGIES THAT WILL LEAD UP TO A FINAL COLLABORATIVE PROJECT THAT WILL ENGAGE A LOCAL COMMUNITY IN PARTICIPATORY VIDEO.
THE PRAXIS OF LAWYERING FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE CREATES A BALANCED CONTEXT FROM WHICH STUDENTS DEVELOP CRITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS QUESTION ASSUMPTIONS OF POWER PRIVILEGE AND IDENTITY LEARN TO RESPECT COMMUNITY DECISION-MAKING CAPACITIES EXPAND THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF THE IMPORTANCE OF RELATIONSHIPS IN THE PURSUIT OF SOCIAL CHANGE AND REMAIN OPEN TO LEARNING FROM THE LIVED-EXPERIENCES OF THE COMMUNITY.

THERE ARE VARIOUS TOPICAL AREAS FOR THE CLASS SUCH AS: WATER ISSUES (WHERE OUR WATER COMES FROM); WASTES AND HAZARDS ISSUES (SOURCES AND IMPACTS OF POLLUTION); TRANSPORTATION AND LAND USE ISSUES (WHERE WE WORK AND LIVE AND COMMUTE); NATURE IN THE CITY (THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT); AND FOOD SYSTEM ISSUES (WHERE OUR FOOD COMES FROM AND HOW IT IS MANUFACTURED AND SOLD), THE INTERSECTION OF SCIENCE AND POLICY, AND OTHERS.

IN THIS COURSE, STUDENT ACTORS WILL CONTINUE TO DEVELOP AUDITION TECHNIQUES INTRODUCED IN INTRODUCTION TO PERFORMANCE AND ACTING BY APPLYING THEM TO THE STANDARD "GENERAL AUDITION" FORMAT. IN ADDITION, OUR STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT THE AUDITION AND CASTING PROCESS IN PROFESSIONAL THEATER THROUGH A GUEST SPEAKER SERIES OF CASTING DIRECTORS AND PROFESSIONAL FILM AND STAGE ACTORS.

THE COURSE WILL ALSO EXPLORE HOW PUBLIC POLICY CAN HELP OR HINDER PUBLIC SCHOOL'S EQUITY MISSION. THE CLASS WILL EXAMINE THE EFFECTS OF EXPANDING RACIAL AND ECONOMIC SEGREGATION, INCREASED STANDARDIZED TESTING, AND TOXIC STRESS HAVE ON STUDENTS TRYING TO PURSUE THEIR DREAMS AND THE TEACHERS TRYING TO MAKE THOSE DREAMS COME TRUE. THE CLASS WILL ALSO ASSESS THE IMPACT OF TEACHER TENURE REFORM, THE EXPANSION OF CHARTER SCHOOLS, THE COMMUNITY SCHOOLS MOVEMENT AND OTHER POLICY BASED DEBATES THAT COULD INFLUENCE THE FUTURE OF TEACHING AND LEARNING.

THE COMMUNITY LAW INTERNSHIP ALLOWS STUDENTS TO LEARN THROUGH DIRECT EXPERIENCE ABOUT THE PRACTICE OF PUBLIC INTEREST LAW IN LOS ANGELES AS WELL AS EXAMINE HOW SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND RELATED IDENTITY CATEGORIES SUCH AS GENDER, RACE, ABILITY, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, AND CLASS INTERACT ON MULTIPLE LEVELS TO CREATE SOCIAL INEQUALITY.

LAWYERING FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE, PROFESSOR SMITH

AUDITIONING, PROFESSOR ANGELL

THEA 212

UERP 101

UERP 214

POLS 260

POLS 340

UEP 214
**OCCIDENTAL WEEKLY PRACTICUM, PROFESSOR THOMAS**

The Occidental Weekly Practicum is for those who want to become section editors at the Occidental Weekly or simply want a further understanding of how daily journalism works. We will learn about ethics, management, editing and planning functions; we will not specifically study writing.

**TOPICS IN WRITING WITH THE COMMUNITY, PROFESSOR OSTENDORF**

The work of this course is both critical and creative: students will write about our readings using conventional tools of academic writing and rhetoric, and respond to their own experiences of the city in reflections, stories, or other creative projects. Writing with the community this course encourages an engaged and dynamic approach to writing studies as it places writing in real-world contexts by partnering Oxy students with community organizations.

**SUSTAINABLE OXY: URBAN AGRICULTURE AND SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPE PRACTICUM, PROFESSOR CHECH, ROMERO**

Through the implementation of projects in campus garden spaces, participation in community service learning projects, and field trips to innovative food programs in Los Angeles, students will gain hands-on understanding of food issues and will complete the course with the ability to help in the design, creation, and maintenance of a garden-based food or sustainability project.